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Disclaimer
The material contained in this DVD and accompanying booklet is for informational purposes
only.
The author and everyone else affiliated with the creation or distribution of this informational
product may NOT be held liable for damages of any kind whatsoever allegedly caused or
resulting from any such claimed reliance.
It is always recommended to consult with a physician before beginning any new exercise or
nutritional program.
If you have any problems with your health, you should seek clearance from a qualified medical
professional. The information contained herein is not intended to, and never should, substitute
for the necessity of seeking the advice of a qualified medical professional.
If at any time you feel pain or discomfort, stop immediately. Some exercises presented are
advanced and require previous training experience.

Copyright © 2020 Max Capable, Inc
All Rights Reserved
Reproduction or translation of any part of this work by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, beyond that permitted by Copyright Law, without permission of the
author, is unlawful.
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What is CAT System?
CAT System is a comprehensive movement system, developed by Greg Mihovich. It is based
on natural human movement patterns and proper joint articulation. It originates from ancient
and modern Slavic/Russian health and martial arts practices.
A strong house is built on a solid and firm foundation and your mobility, coordination and
connective tissue strength along with proper breathing and the ability to relax form a firm
platform for your health and athletic progress for years to come.
CAT System can help to:
• Free up your infinitive human movement potential
• Mobilize, increase and restore the full range of motion in the joints
• Improve general and skill-specific coordination
• Strengthen the joints, tendons, ligaments, muscles and fascia
• Improve general and specific conditioning
• Improve breathing
• Improve ground engagement, ground movement and ground dis-engagement skills
• Reduce or completely eliminate injuries from falling
• Help to avoid joint locks and restrains used in grappling and hand to hand combat

• Return the fun factor to warm ups
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Benefits of Mobility Training
Mobility training along with breathing exercises and selective tension exercises form a
foundation for my strength and conditioning training system – Compound Conditioning. There
are multiple reasons for it:
• Mobility training lubricates the joints with synovial fluid, helps to remove toxins and
prevents arthritic build up
• Mobility training enhances basic coordination and body awareness via progressively
more challenging drills and exercises
• Mobility training doubles up as a useful warm up, that does not stop just at merely
increasing your body temperature, but simultaneously improves your movement skills
• Entry level mobility training is very gentle on the body, yet enhances all bodily systems
and creates a platform for more intense training methods down the road
• Advanced level mobility training incorporates coordination and movement skills,
strength, flexibility and conditioning into one package
• Mobility training also serves as a great active recovery method, because speeding up
your metabolism and increasing the blood flow in the tissues through application of
moderate exercise allows you to recover a lot faster and suffer much less from excessive
soreness
Everybody should perform some sort of daily mobility training if they want to be healthy and
physically capable for a long time — one day it will be as commonplace and obvious as
brushing your teeth is today.
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How to use the information in CAT 1
The material taught in CAT 1 is broken down into 8 Skill Groups, which are listed on top of the
table. Each group is broken down into 4 Progression Levels, namely 1, 2, 3 and 4, which are
listed on the left of the table.
Watch the video and practice the movements. Begin with the basic variation first. Figure out
the technical details and move up through the progressions, up to level 4. At this point you will
have a pretty good mastery of basic Ground Mobility curriculum.
The material is laid out in a way that pretty much anyone could start at the basic level and
work their way up through the progressions.
While more advanced athletes could certainly jump through progression levels and tackle
Level 4 right away, I think that anyone would benefit from practicing the entire progression
from the ground up and building a deeper understanding of the fundamentals.
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What CAT 1 could be used for?
1) General Dynamic Joint Mobility Warm Up
CAT 1 Skill Groups are perfect to target all major joints of the body for a superb general warm
up before any athletic activity, such as lifting, running, game sport or martial arts practice.
A sensible warm-up should basically accomplish the following: raise your general body and
deep muscle temperature and move your muscles and joints through their full range of motion
therefore preparing you for a dynamic workout ahead.
A proper warm-up reduces a chance of injury, increases your elasticity and greatly improves
performance. In addition a good, established warm-up routine puts you in the right state of
mind and allows you to mentally concentrate on what you are about to do – have a great
workout and/or practice!
The CAT 1 System covers all of the above demands while simultaneously increasing
coordination, balance, and restores/maintains your joints mobility and health.
Jogging and/or static stretching ARE NOT the best choices for a warm-up. Although being
flexible is great and goes a long way towards injury prevention, I would rather save static
flexibility exercises for the end of the workout.
Obviously, static stretching takes the muscles through its full range but does not do it
dynamically. Jogging on the other hand definitely raises your body’s temperature, but fails to
move the muscles through full range of motion.
When going through a dynamic workout and/or sports practice get ready to move through a
variety of body positions and transitions. So a dynamic warm-up with a big active flexibility
component to it would serve as a much better preparation.
2) Stand-Alone Basic Mobility Workout / Active Recovery
Most people would benefit tremendously from stand-alone mobility workouts for many
reasons:
• Stand-alone mobility work is tremendous for active recovery due to its relatively low
intensity, gentle nature, yet superb effect on overall blood flow, joint lubrication and
meditative-like mind state.
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• It is difficult to access the entire range of motion of every major joint via commonly
practiced strength and conditioning methods alone, even if they belong to highly
functional categories, such as kettlebell training, suspension training and others. That's
where programs like CAT, as well as Animal Conditioning, my other training system,
really shine. They make your overall training more well-rounded, balanced and
complete.
• During a mild to medium cold, when full-blown strength and conditioning sessions are
inaccessible and unreasonable, stand-alone mobility work provides with great mild, yet
highly beneficial exercises that gently trains and flushes the whole body.
I have found out throughout my coaching carrier that lots of people mistakenly believe that if
they are sore from yesterday’s training they should avoid any kind of training until the
soreness disappears. Nothing could be further from the truth.
The reality is that by speeding up your metabolism and increasing the blood flow in the tissues
through application of moderate exercise allows you to recover a lot faster and suffer much
less from excessive soreness. The CAT 1 System is a perfect tool to use in between the training
sessions and on your off days in order to facilitate recovery and speed up the heeling process.
Another thing is that a lot of people have office jobs and/or are students and therefore spend
most of their day sitting down. Throughout the evolution our bodies have been forged to
produce lots of movement and without it the body gets stale, sick and fat.
It is also very hard to maintain your concentration while being seated most of the day. Back in
the past in Soviet schools up to the sixth grade (why not up to the last year of college?)
teachers would stand kids up in the middle of the class and get to move their bodies through
various mobility exercises. That helps them to focus on the lesson and become more
productive!
So you can and should use parts of the CAT 1 System throughout the day.

3) Basic Coordination Building Practice
Coordination could be dissected down to movement of individual joints and groups of joints.
From my coaching experience, having teaching all kinds of athletes and kids for a decade and a
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half at this point, CAT System's Ground Mobility movements are tremendous for building up
body awareness, coordination and proprioception.
I've seen people with very average mobility, flexibility and coordination turning into some of
the best athletes in their respective athletic category, but more importantly, their overall
athleticism skyrocketed as well and picking up other skills and athletic activities became way
easier.
Not everyone is a natural athlete, but everyone, including natural athletes, could benefit from
learning and mastering how to articulate every major joint of the body in such a functional
way, as ground movement, engagement and disengagement.

6) Activity-Specific Training Practice/ Warm Up
Many, if not all, of the CAT 1 movements are direct general foundational movement skills for
many different more specific movement applications. For example, wrist rotations are a part
of the pummeling motion in wrestling, elbow rotations are a part of the armbar escapes in
grappling, etc.
From my extensive coaching experience, as I've taught many different specific skills over the
years, from various fighting disciplines to different forms of weightlifting, it is completely
counterproductive to teach someone something specific without a general physical foundation
that precede more specific skills.
But even with such foundation, specific skills are absorbed a lot easier by a student, when
introduced via manageable progressions, broken down to movement in individual joints, and
then, integrated into the whole picture.

7) Morning Recharge Routine
A simple MRR (there are more complex methods that also include visualization and breathing
exercises) consists of the following complex upon awakening:
·
·
·

A glass of water
Contrast shower
Joint Mobility Routine
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Let’s break it down step by step.
A glass of water upon awakening jumpstarts your digestive system and helps you with the
bowel movement. A very good practice is to add some fresh squeezed lemon juice and a touch
of natural honey to it.
A contrast shower should include a minimum of three changes of temperature from hot to
cold (hot / cold / hot / cold / hot / cold) always finishing with the cold. Just like weight training
that shocks your muscles and nervous system to adapt by becoming stronger, contrast shower
strengthens your immune system to a great degree.
Every time you take a hot shower your body opens up through your pores – the cold shower
closes them back, forcing the toxins out and stopping any bacterial diseases that can get in. It
also energizes you like no cup of coffee can ever do.
The Joint Mobility Routine (JMR) that follows should take all the major joints of the body
through their full range of motion. CAT 1, as well as my earlier work, Amazing Mobility, are
perfect tool to do that. That ensures a pain free “effortless” mobility for many years to come.
The best way to transition from the contrast shower to JMR is to skip drying out with a towel.
When performing easy to moderate intensity exercises the evaporating water promotes a well
noticeable energizing effect through some complex electromagnetic mechanism that I cannot
fully explain as I am not a scientist. However it doesn’t stop me from enjoying that effect to its
full potential.
The whole MRR should take you anywhere from fifteen to twenty five minutes. A great
investment of your time if you ask me. Driving to a local Seven Eleven and standing in line to
get a cup of coffee doesn’t even come close in terms of amazing results it provides.
The Morning Recharge Routine is more than just a rejuvenating event. It empowers you.
Imagine starting every day with “the right leg”, taking care of yourself and feeling like a million
dollars. No matter what do you do in life it will make you a better man for that day. If done
every day it will change your life into a positive stream full of energy, happiness, health and
creativity.
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A few ways you can work on the CAT 1 material
A) You can perform the outlined movements for reps, anywhere from 3-5 (each side, where
appropriate) all the way to a hundred reps and above. Of course, that means high value reps,
focusing on the quality, rather than sheer quantity and avoiding failure.
For example, a good basic warm up would be to perform a circuit consisting of one
progression per Skill Group, at appropriate progression level, for 3-10 repetitions, each side
where appropriate -- the exact number of reps would depend on many factors, such as:
• time available for the warm up
• biological age (longer warm ups might be necessary for more senior folks)
• training age (more experienced trainees might not need as much of a warm up, but it
depends)
• time of the day (earlier in the day the body is colder and requires more reps to warm
up)
• other factors, such as potentially spending extra time on problem areas or rehab areas
B) You can perform the outlined movements for time -- generally anywhere from 30 to 180
seconds.
For warm up purposes it is better to go through each skill group for 30-60 seconds per
progression, anywhere from 1-3 circuits.
For skill building you may extend your sets to anywhere from 90 to 180 seconds. Just
remember to keep the quality of the reps high -- in order to avoid drop in performance due to
fatigue, sometimes it is better to do multiple shorter sets.
C) Some of the movements, such as Duck Walk or Double Shin Rolls for example, could be
performed for distance. At the Underground Gym we simply use either the width or the
length of the gym.
Either way, remember that quality of the movement is very important and strive for maximum
technical proficiency during each and every rep.
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Sample CAT 1 Practices
Basic Warm Up Level 1
• Straddle Rotational Push Up
• Scapular Bridge
• Ball of the Foot Squat
• Inverted Shoulder Stand, Double Elbow Supported, Straight Body
• Shin Box Knee Switch & Hip Lift
• Kneeling Wrist Rotation
• Wall Plank Elbow Rotation
• Wall Shoulder Rotation

Basic Warm Up Level 2
• Scorpion
• Diagonal Bridge
• Flat Footed Squat
• Inverted Shoulder Stand, Arms Flat Behind, Straight Body
• Shin Box Ankle Switch
• Plank Wrist Rotation
• Floor Kneeling Plank Elbow Rotation
• Prone Shoulder Rotation

Basic Warm Up Level 3
• Reverse Scorpion
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• Shoulder Bridge Walk
• Flat Footed Squat to Kneeling
• Inverted Shoulder Stand, Mountain Climbers
• Shin Box 360 Switch, variation 1
• Double Wrist Rotation, same direction
• Alternate Same Direction Prone Shoulder Rotation

Basic Warm Up Level 4
• Prone to Supine Pretzel Twist
• 360 Shoulder Bridge
• Duck Walk
• Inverted Shoulder Stand, Reverse Extension
• Double Shin Roll
• Double Wrist Rotation, opposing directions
• Double Elbow Rotation
• Alternate Opposite Directions Prone Shoulder Rotation

Core Intensive Warm Up
• Scorpion
• Diagonal Bridge
• Prone to Supine Pretzel Twist
• Shoulder Bridge Walk
• Reverse Scorpion
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• 360 Shoulder Bridge
• Straddle Rotational Push Up

Upper Extremities Warm Up
• Wrist Rotation (Wall, Kneeling, Plank, Double Same Direction, Double Opposite)
• Elbow Rotation (Wall, Kneeling, Plank, Double Same Direction, Double Opposite)
• Shoulder Rotation (Wall, Kneeling, Plank, Double Same Direction, Double Opposite)
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Conclusion
All right, so there you have it – the entire CAT 1 System is laid out in front of you. Now all you
have to do is take this matter close and personal and get busy practicing!
I know for a fact that you can get yourself into excellent condition practicing the outlined
progressions and exercises – I’ve been testing and tweaking this training method at my
Underground Gym facility and with students world-wide for over a decade and a half now.
Get busy practicing and I’m looking forward to hearing your feedback!
LIVE STRONG!
Greg Mihovich
Greg is the founder of Compound Conditioning Training System, as well as
the author of Animal Conditioning Training System and CAT Training System (CAT 1 &
CAT 2).
With a lifetime of experience in martial arts and functional fitness, Greg utilizes multiple
disciplines to enhance the athletic performance and combat readiness of his clients. His
innovative approach to training has led to his recognition world-wide, as one of the leading
experts on human performance.
For more information on Greg’s training methods,
digital downloads, online training,
workshops and private training please check out
http://MaxCapable.com
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